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1 August 2008

The Editor
BMC Complementary and Alternative Medicine

Dear Sir

Use of complementary and alternative medicine and self-tests by coronary heart disease patients

I am attaching manuscript with the following revisions:-

1. title page, line 7-removal of ‘UK’ after Aston University
2. page 5, line 13-removal of full stop before ref 30
3. page 8, line 6-amendment of % and no to 9.2%(39/422)
4. page 13, line 6- insertion of – in self management
5. page 13, line 9- insertion of – in self management
6. References:-
   20-change precious to previous
   22-italicise journal title
   25-remove M at end of journal title
   36 –italicise journal title, de-italicise article title
   49-abbreviate journal title

Yours faithfully

Sheila M Greenfield
Dr SM Greenfield
Corresponding author